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Call – Permanent air or space capabilities for Intelligence, Surveillance and 

Reconnaissance (ISR) and communication, tactical Remotely Piloted Air 

Systems (RPAS) and sensor suite for integration into air-traffic 

management (call for proposals – 2019)  

 

The lack of different airborne Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) 

capabilities is assessed as critical. The Capability Development Plan (CDP) underlines the 

permanence of the need for tracking of ships, aircraft and other equipment through a 

continuous air-space wide-area via interoperable unmanned surveillance system able to 

operate in all weather conditions and all types of environment (including denied) and with 

assured data integrity. Permanent ISR and communication air and space platform, tactical 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) and sensors should contribute to information 

collection and the timely delivery of the information obtained for use in the production of 

intelligence and situational awareness.  

 

Proposals are invited against any of the following topics 

 EDIDP-ISR-TRPAS-2019: Development of a low-observable tactical RPAS with the 

capability to provide near real time information and with modern self-protection; 

 EDIDP-ISR-DAA-2019: European Detect and Avoid (DAA) function based on new 

sensors and processing for RPAS integration into air-traffic management; 

 EDIDP-ISR-EHAPS-2019: European High Altitude Platform Station (Euro-HAPS) 

solution for Union defence (surveillance of maritime zones, land borders or critical 

assets);  

 EDIDP-ISR-PEO-2019: Persistent earth observation from space with automated 

interpretation of data and information, including artificial intelligence, cloud solutions 

and real time on-board processing by sensors. 

 

Budget 

The Union is considering a contribution of up to EUR 43 700 000 to support proposals 

addressing any above-mentioned topic and its associated specific challenge, scope, targeted 

activities and main high-level requirements. 

 

Several actions, addressing different topics, may be funded under this call. 

 

Attention will be paid to the civil and dual-use on-going initiatives at Union level to avoid 

any duplication (especially with Copernicus).  
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Development of a low-observable tactical RPAS with the capability to 

provide near real time information and with modern self-protection 

EDIDP-ISR-TRPAS-2019 

 

Specific challenge 

In Europe, the lack of different airborne ISR capabilities is assessed as critical. The 2018 

CDP underlines the permanence of the need for tracking of ships, aircraft and other 

equipment through a continuous air-space wide-area via interoperable unmanned surveillance 

system able to operate in all weather conditions and all types of environment (including 

denied) and with assured data integrity. Tactical RPAS systems and sensors are a key element 

to information collection and the timely delivery of the information obtained for use in the 

production of intelligence and situational awareness. 

Additionally, the 2018 CDP long-term analysis indicates that Member States of the Union 

need the ability to create and use a real-time common operational picture, through the fusion 

of various types of intelligence, as a collaborative planning and task-execution tool on all unit 

levels, thus enhancing operational effectiveness through a unified information exchange 

system. The interoperability of unmanned systems (including tactical RPAS), in terms of both 

Command and Control (C2) data and ISR product exchange is a key enabler towards that 

direction. 

Finally, future long-term capability requirements are projected to include systems with 

evolving levels of autonomy in order to improve swarming of unmanned systems in air, land 

or maritime domains and, among other tasks, assist in the gathering of intelligence. 

 

Scope 

Proposals shall address feasibility, detailed design and prototyping of a tactical RPAS system, 

capable of performing ISR missions, which includes the aircraft, ground control station and 

ISR product library. Several key aspects need to be addressed in the proposals: 

 Interoperability in terms of both C2 and ISR product exchange in near real time, 

always depending on the availability of a suitable communication infrastructure, since 

this approach will allow intelligence fusion with additional sources towards the 

creation of a useful Common Operational Picture (COP); 

 Support for multiple versatile sensor payload configurations and suitable on-

board processing capable of extracting useful information from the captured data so 

that a useful COP can be provided to tactical personnel in near real time; 

 Low observability and/or other cost effective self-protection measures, which can 

maximize the survivability of the tactical RPAS system; 

 Support for multiple, independent communication systems used in various 

configurations (redundant, parallel, roaming); 

 Autonomy and swarming capabilities to improve ISR operations while maximizing 

the survivability of the tactical RPAS system. 

 

Targeted activities 
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The proposal should cover the initial phases of the development of the tactical RPAS 

including in particular: 

 Feasibility study: concept of operations (CONOPS) definition, system specification, 

Detailed Requirements Review (DRR) and architecture definition; 

 Detailed design of the system, including the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and 

finishing with the Critical Design Review (CDR); 

 Development of a tactical RPAS system prototype. 

 

The proposal should also include any partial tests in order to support decision making during 

the design phase and reduce the development risks. 

A detailed planning of the following development phases needs to be generated, including the 

identification of implementation priorities, according to operational needs of the Union and 

Member States. Subsequent phases up to operational readiness should include prototype 

development. 

 

Main high-level requirements 

The following general requirements shall be fulfilled: 

 The system shall belong to class II (category “tactical”) of STANAG 4670 and shall 

comply with applicable civil and/or military airworthiness requirements; 

 The system shall include: 

o The airborne platform including all necessary subsystems related to navigation, 

communications, ISR information capture and on-board processing; 

o A Ground Control Station (GCS) with human machine interfaces for the pilot and 

personnel executing the ISR mission; 

o A library to store and disseminate indexed ISR products over standardized 

interfaces for exploitation from other entities. 

 The tactical RPAS system shall demonstrate low observability; 

 The system shall incorporate economically viable self-protection measures, i.e. the 

cost of these measures shall have to be justifiable when compared to the risk and cost 

of the loss of a system. These may include threat detection systems, 

Infrared/Radiofrequency (IR/RF) countermeasures (jammers, decoys, chaffs), on-

board control system redundancy as well as low observability coupled with the 

capability to operate from a distance to potential threats; 

 The system shall support suitable interoperability standards for C2 data and ISR 

product exchange to be ready for integration into an overall information management 

infrastructure so that ISR products can be discovered, disseminated and exploited by 

multiple consumers and to enable net-centric operations; 

 The system shall incorporate support for multiple, future-proof, reconfigurable, robust 

and secure wideband ad-hoc long range communication systems for both C2 data and 

ISR product exchange, so as to maximize the probability of a reliable connection 

between the aircraft and the ground; 
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 The system shall incorporate a navigation subsystem capable of operation in a GPS
1
-

degraded environment; 

 The system shall support autonomy modes to fly a predefined route without 

intervention from the pilot and deal with degraded performance of the aircraft, 

communication link or navigation equipment; 

 The system shall have swarming capabilities targeted at improving ISR capabilities 

while maximizing system survivability; 

 The system shall be easily deployable and recoverable; 

 The system shall support versatile sensor payload configurations including yet not 

limited to electro-optical and IR sensors, laser range finder, Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(SAR), effectors and others; 

 The system shall incorporate advanced on-board payload processing so as to reduce 

the amount of data to be conveyed to the GCS while extracting useful information; 

 Cybersecurity by design principles should be followed to develop a system resilient to 

cyber-attacks, which could lead to hijacking of the aircraft and ISR information 

leakages. 

 

The architecture of the tactical RPAS System should take into consideration all necessary 

future elements, and in particular: 

 Adoption of open architecture design principles with regards to the on-board 

processing and flight control subsystems so as to facilitate the incorporation of new 

payloads and advances in standards and protocols, especially those related to 

interoperability;  

 Integration of new developments in the area of navigation systems capable of 

operation in GPS-degraded and denied environments. 

 

Expected impact 

 Decrease the risk of unmanned ISR missions through the drastic increase of the 

tactical RPAS survivability because of the adoption of low observability features and 

self-protection measures; 

 Decrease the reaction time and improve the situation awareness of EU forces during 

tactical operations due to efficient generation and dissemination of the COP in near 

real time; 

 Facilitate the integration of ISR provided by the tactical RPAS system with other 

sources of Member States, EU forces, NATO and civil agencies through the 

reinforcement of ISR product exchange interoperability; 

 Maximize the capability of the tactical RPAS system to operate efficiently because of 

the incorporation of technological advances in radio communications, navigation and 

autonomy (including swarming) as well as its ease of use. 

  

                                                 
1
 Global Positioning System 
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European Detect and Avoid (DAA) function based on new sensors and 

processing for RPAS integration into air-traffic management  

EDIDP-ISR-DAA-2019 

 

The 2018 CDP indicates that ensuring an effective and safe access to the airspace, notably in 

a Single European Sky context for existing and future manned and unmanned air capabilities 

in order to train for, and conduct, security and defence missions in peacetime, crisis and 

conflict is a priority in particular to facilitate the integration of military RPAS in non-

segregated airspace. 

This call for proposals aims at the design and validation of a 100% European Detect And 

Avoid (DAA) solution for safe insertion of large military Remotely-Piloted Air Systems 

(RPAS) in the European air traffic with an objective of standardisation, interoperability and 

certification.  

 

Specific challenge 

While unmanned air systems (RPAS) have been used to support military missions since long, 

these assets are still limited to operate in segregated airspace. Current operations require 

special provisions that severely limit the use of these assets, in particular in dense European 

airspace. To overcome these limitations, RPAS need to be able to integrate into non-

segregated airspace, safely flying along with manned aircraft, interoperable with both 

military and civil Air Traffic Management (ATM) system, including interaction with Air 

Traffic Control (ATC) where required. This capability, often referred to as Air Traffic 

Insertion (ATI), is a key enabler to allow significant expansion of RPAS operations. It is 

particularly useful for large RPAS (MALE
2
 and tactical categories) which have range and 

endurance performances allowing them to address a large scope of missions, including flight 

operations in civil airspace in Europe. 

The absence of a pilot on board means that technological and procedural enablers have to be 

put in place to allow RPAS operating like any other airspace user. This capability, referred to 

as Detect And Avoid (DAA), ensures that the RPAS will be able to safely handle collision 

hazards with any other air vehicles in the sky. For that purpose, it relies on a combination of 

sensors for traffic detection, and algorithms for collision risk assessment and avoidance 

manoeuvre. It also provides the remote pilot with a required view of the traffic, Situation 

Awareness (SA), in order to keep the RPAS away from collision hazard by the appropriate 

separation minima (remain well clear). 

European cooperation (particularly the MIDCAS
3
 project) has already addressed the 

definition of a DAA solution and the flight evaluation of a proof-of-concept demonstrator. 

Furthermore, the MIDCAS Standardisation Support Phase (MIDCAS SSP) is well into 

standardisation of DAA by working actively in the EUROCAE
4
 WG

5
-105 development of 

                                                 
2
 Medium-Altitude Long-Endurance 

3
 Mid Air Collision Avoidance System 

4
 EURopean Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment 

5
 Working Group 
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required standards (OSED
6
, MASPS

7
 and MOPS

8
) for DAA. However major efforts remain 

to be done to reach higher maturity levels and to design an integrated and certifiable solution. 

The proposal will address the main remaining technical challenges (gaps) of DAA through 

two main streams of effort: 

 Qualify the overall performance of a DAA solution and its compliance with safety 

objectives, for operations in both A-C airspace classes (cooperative traffic) and D-G 

airspace classes (cooperative and non-cooperative traffic); 

 Increase the technological maturity level of non-cooperative sensors (visible, infrared 

and radar) up to TRL 6 through Size Weight & Power (SWAP) optimization and 

improvement of data processing. 

 

Scope 

Proposals shall address the development and validation of a 100% European DAA solution, 

which does not contain technology subject to control or restriction by a third country or by a 

third-country entity (in particular free of any control regime by third countries), able to 

operate worldwide, in all airspace classes, compliant with applicable regulation & standards, 

adaptable to a variety of RPAS/drones platforms (MALE, fixed-wing tactical RPAS, vertical 

take-off and landing RPAS), leveraging on available European background. The proposals 

should also cover the activities needed to increase the maturity level of non-cooperative 

sensors (i.e. visible, infrared and radar) through SWAP optimisation and improved robustness 

of data processing. 

The proposal will address two main applications: 

 IFR
9
 flight operations insertion of RPAS in controlled airspace (A to C) with an initial 

emphasis on MALE; 

 IFR flight operations in uncontrolled airspace classes (D to G) for application to large 

tactical RPAS. 

With the above, the proposal shall provide operational capability supporting initial (IOC) 

integration of RPAS in the European (A-C) airspace using cooperative DAA, as well as 

taking necessary step towards full integration in all airspace classes (A-G).  

These activities will be fully aligned with the RPAS 1 and RPAS 2 steps of the EU RPAS 

roadmap as well as the SESAR
10

 European ATM master plan. 

The proposals shall foresee a maximum reuse of building blocks and technologies already 

developed under European cooperation. 

The proposal should also fully support the ongoing standardisation and regulatory work 

within EUROCAE WG-105, EASA
11

, JARUS
12

 and ICAO
13

, as well as SESAR2020 and 

                                                 
6
 Operational Services and Environment Definitions 

7
 Minimum Aviation System Performance Standards 

8
 Minimum Operational Performance Standards 

9
 Instrument Flight Rules 

10
 Single European Sky ATM Research 

11
 European Aviation Safety Agency 

12
 Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems 

13
 International Civil Aviation Organisation 
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other relevant European programs (including EDA
14

-coordination DAA programs MIDCAS 

and MIDCAS-SSP). 

The proposal should not address the insertion of small drones in the so-called U-Space and 

the operations in Very-Low Level airspace (VLL) but should consider the interoperability 

with U-space. 

 

Targeted activities 

The proposal should cover the necessary activities for the design, and where required 

prototyping, testing and qualification, of a European DAA solution applicable to military 

RPAS and to various types of platforms (MALE, fixed-wing tactical and vertical take-off and 

landing RPAS). 

The proposals should cover at least the design activities (and possibly upstream and 

downstream activities) from the following overall programme of work: 

 Design improvements of the detect function: sensors miniaturization (SWAP), 

robustness of sensor processing and fusion algorithms, adaptation to European 

platforms and related concept of operations; 

 Design, prototyping and extensive testing of two DAA solutions: 

o For operations in A-C airspace classes (cooperative); 

o For operations in D-G airspace classes (non-cooperative). 

 Design, testing and qualification (through extensive simulation) of a Collision 

Avoidance (CA) function according to European reference scenarios; 

 Formal validation of safety case through extensive qualifying simulation programme 

using reference scenarios, models and conditions provided by Eurocontrol or Air 

Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs), completed by flight tests; 

 Design and testing of a Remain Well Clear (RWC) function; 

 Implementation and flight testing of a TRL 6/7 demonstrator. 

The proposals shall cover a view of the complete programme of work up to the operational 

system with a detailed description of the remaining work to be performed. 

 

Main high-level requirements 

The system shall fulfil the following general requirements: 

 Support safe integration of RPAS into controlled and uncontrolled airspaces, by 

assuring SA, RWC and CA functionalities with the applicable target level of safety 

for both cooperative and non-cooperative traffic; 

 RPAS operating IFR and Beyond Radio Line-of-Sight (BRLOS) with all capabilities 

needed for operation in all airspace classes; 

 Embedding cooperative (e.g. ADS-B
15

 receiver or Bearing-less Active Surveillance 

(BLAS)) and non-cooperative sensors (visible, infrared and radar); 

 Embedding miniaturized non-cooperative sensors (visible, infrared and radar) 

allowing their integration in tactical RPAS. The sensors shall be compatible or 

                                                 
14

 European Defence Agency 
15

 Automatic Dependent Surveillance  - Broadcast 
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compliant with draft MOPS RADAR (RTCA
16

 and EUROCAE) and draft MOPS 

EO/IR
17

 (RTCA and EUROCAE); 

 Embedding automatic traffic detection using a combination of cooperative and non-

cooperative sensors; 

 Support integration of external systems data/information on fixed obstacles, weather 

hazards and no-fly zones; 

 Able to fulfil civil and military requirements for different categories of RPAS with 

initial focus on MALE and tactical systems; 

 Installable (minimizing the customization process) in different categories of RPAS 

with initial emphasis on MALE and tactical UAS
18

 (fixed-wing and vertical take-off 

and landing RPAS); 

 In line with evolving European standards and regulatory framework as well as the 

future European ATM, as defined by SESAR; 

 Compliant with European R&D activities on RPAS Integration, i.e. SESAR 

OSED/SPR
19

/INTEROP documents on RPAS IFR integration (SESAR2020 PJ10.05 

and Wave 2 developments when available); 

 Compliant with EUROCAE DAA OSED and draft DAA MASPS standards; 

 Compliant with risk-ratio defined in the DAA performance metrics defined by ICAO; 

 Interoperable with existing and future collision avoidance systems (TCAS
20

, ACAS
21

-

X, ACAS-Xu), by meeting interoperability standards for CA; 

 The system shall perform its intended functions in en-route and TMA
22

 phases at any 

height above ground (take-off, landing and ground operations are not considered); 

 System performances shall be validated with European air traffic models and 

parameters; 

 Pure ground based DAA system is not considered feasible for long term evolution of 

the functionality, and therefore not recommended. 

 

Expected impact 

 Operational impact:  

o Provide military users with a flexible and safe use of RPAS everywhere, in all 

airspace classes and anytime;  

o Allow extension of military RPAS operations in European airspace for 

training purpose and security missions (border/maritime surveillance, law 

enforcement, homeland security, protection of major events…). 

 Strategic impact and operational sovereignty:  

o To contribute to the Union strategic autonomy in particular through 

independence to operate military RPAS in worldwide operation; 

                                                 
16

 Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics 
17

 Electro-optical/Infrared 
18

 Unmanned Air Systems 
19

 Safety and Performance Requirements 
20

 Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System 
21

 Airborne Collision Avoidance System 
22

 Terminal Control Area 
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o Ensure the DAA solution does not contain technology subject to control or 

restriction by a third country or by a third-country entity, directly, or indirectly 

through one or more intermediate undertakings. 

 Industrial impact: ensure European industrial capability and competiveness in a key 

technology area for RPAS/UAS and autonomous systems (military and civil); 

 Programmatic impact:  

o Support European RPAS programs with DAA capability (such as but not 

limited to European MALE RPAS and on-going national tactical RPAS 

programmes); 

o Support implementation of the European ATM and drones/RPAS roadmaps, 

2018 EU CDP; 

o In line with and supporting SESAR2020, European standards (EUROCAE), 

European regulation (EASA), international standards (ICAO, JARUS). 
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European High Altitude Platform Station (Euro-HAPS) solution for Union 

defence (surveillance of maritime zones, land borders or critical assets) 

EDIDP-ISR-EHAPS-2019  

 

Surveillance of maritime zones, land borders or critical assets is key for European operations. 

Various solutions are currently used to perform the surveillance of maritime zones, land 

borders or critical assets, but is a subject which did not find a proper solution at this time:  

 Current observation satellites provide daily revisit frequency, upcoming constellations 

of small satellites will certainly propose a revisit time within the hour. However, this 

will still be too high to properly understand the behaviour of a terrestrial target, and to 

track it;  

 Large Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV) can provide permanence over an area but with 

a limited duration and a very high cost. No predictable near-future evolution is 

anticipated. 

 

Recent advances in technology developments pushed by industry initiatives can be a solution 

to this issue. Since 90’s, international initiatives have been devoted to the application 

potentialities of the High Altitude Platform Stations (HAPS). Technical advantages provided 

by HAPS with respect to terrestrial and satellite networks are many, among them: 

 Better propagation conditions for connectivity, lower latency, better image resolution; 

 Ability to remain continuously and persistently on an area for a long period. 

 

Specific challenge: 

HAPS, operating in the stratosphere, can provide an efficient solution to European defence 

forces, featuring simultaneously a capacity of permanence and endurance over a large area. 

HAPS can complement the terrestrial and satellite systems for the surveillance and 

monitoring services, e.g. keeping a stationary position (at a first approximation) with respect 

to the ground and thus acting like a fixed observation platform. They can be used to cover 

environmental “hotspots” providing almost continuous observations, with high spatial 

resolution, low costs and long duration, equipped with on-board visible, infrared, SAR
23

 

sensors. They can also be equipped to receive AIS
24

 data and as relay for coast-ship 

communications, as well as broadband communication media for RPAS. 

 

Main HAPS applications are: 

 Surveillance missions, using radar, optical and Signal intelligence sensors; 

 Accurate urban surveillance missions, especially in situations that require detailed 

mapping of impact on high value assets or frequent revisits; 

 Telecommunication missions, embarking a powerful telecommunication relay. 

 

                                                 
23

 Synthetic Aperture Radar 
24

 Automatic Identification System 
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The development of HAPS solutions necessitates solving specific technological, industrial 

and operational challenges: 

 Maturity of the key technologies required to develop such platforms; 

 Adaptation of the sensors and payloads to the stratosphere environment and high 

altitude position; 

 Self-protection of the platform (and ground stations) to the electromagnetic/cyber 

threats;  

 Industrial capacity and means to manufacture and integrate such large vehicles;  

 Simple and autonomous command/control for low cost flight operations; 

 Real time processing of the very large data flow, to derive actionable information for 

location based intelligence purposes, exploiting innovative artificial intelligence 

techniques and fusing data provided by HAPS with other multi-source and 

heterogeneous earth observation satellites and non earth observation data; 

 Development of the concept of operation of such innovative assets, with specific 

operational capacities, together with operational and environmental constraints. 

 

Scope  

The proposed action should contribute to design, develop, manufacture and validate a HAPS 

solution and as such make a substantial contribution to European defense and security 

applications. 

Benefiting from improvements in composite materials, low-power computing, battery 

technology and solar panels technologies, HAPS development projects lead by industry have 

recently reached more advanced stages of development, in particular in Europe.  

The proposal will include: 

 Define the Concept of Operations (CONOPS) of HAPS solutions in their various 

missions, taking into account their specific operational capacities, together with 

operational and environmental constraints. Such CONOPS will be used to derive the 

scenarios to be executed by the demonstrator to demonstrate operational capacities for 

the European forces; 

 Study the current and foreseen technology status and identify the road maps for each 

product involved. A definition of the demonstrator vehicle and mission chains should 

then be derived from such road maps; 

 Design, development, qualification, manufacturing and industrialization of the HAPS 

platform demonstrator (including command/control ground segment); 

 Design, development, qualification and manufacturing/procurement of the missions 

chains, its ground segment and payloads used for the demonstration, derived from 

existing products used on other systems; 

 Design and development of HAPS mission data value added exploitation platform and 

service architecture according to the defined CONOPS; 

 Design of maintenance program and logistic support; 

 Certification activities; 
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 Execution of operational scenarios to validate the CONOPS and demonstrate the 

operational capabilities for the benefit of the European forces definition of future 

applications and services. 

 

Targeted activities 

The proposal should cover the initial phases of the development of the platform and 

associated surveillance mission systems including in particular: 

 Feasibility study, CONOPS definition, system specification, Detailed Requirements 

Review (DRR) and architecture definition;  

 Detailed design of the system, including the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and 

finishing with the Critical Design Review (CDR).  

The proposal should also include the development of technological demonstrators, in order to 

support decision making during the design phase. 

A detailed planning of the following development phases needs to be generated, including the 

identification of implementation priorities, according to operational needs of the Union and 

Member States. Subsequent phases up to operational readiness should include in particular 

prototype development, qualification and test activities, following a spiral approach, to reach 

incremental operational capabilities. 

 

Main high-level requirements 

Defense forces are looking for: 

 High altitude of operation (typically 20 000 m); 

 Permanence, necessary to detect critical threats; 

 Endurance with an objective to stay in flight for one year. Ability to support 

operations without limitation during all its duration should be investigated; 

 No ground logistical impact on the operational theatre; 

 A large payload capacity of several hundred kilograms and several thousand watts, 

that can embark large scope and long range sensors, such as powerful radars, optical 

or signal intelligence sensors, necessary for surveillance missions (terrestrial or 

maritime); 

 Capacity to be repositioned or projected over foreign theatres; 

 Long distance detection (typically 200 km), from a unique platform with optimized 

sensors:  

o Large radar coverage using a powerful radar;  

o Powerful optical (visible and infrared and/or hyperspectral) instrument; 

o Signal intelligence sensors.  

 Applications for maritime and land (border) surveillance (air and sea); 

 Applications for monitoring of migratory routes and flows in transit countries or at the 

EU external border; 

 Applications for communication and electronic intelligence; 

 Detection of objects usually hidden to low flying aircrafts or UAVs by mountains or 

buildings;  
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 Telecommunication applications, embarking a powerful telecommunication relay (as 

an option); 

 Capacity to embark diverse payloads and sensors, according to the mission and to the 

user requirements, thanks to a modular design and a standardized interface (“plug and 

play”). Each European country can define its own payload, based on its own sensors. 

This capacity will be demonstrated by swapping payloads for diverse purposes and 

diverse origins; 

 Ability to work as GNSS-pseudolite (Global Navigation Satellite System) should be 

investigated; 

 Ability to transfer imagery to reach back centres like processing, exploitation and 

dissemination cells, potentially with the help of artificial intelligence should be 

investigated; 

 The system shall be easily integrated in C2 systems; 

 Electromagnetic and cyber resilient platform and payloads. 

 

Expected impact 

 Support of European critical defence and security solutions, through the development 

of innovative solutions in the domain of HAPS; 

 Ensure secure and autonomous availability of high performance and trustable 

(re)configurable solution to military end-users; 

 Contribute to strengthening the competitiveness of the Union industry and help 

improve its global position through the development of innovative technologies along 

a new European manufacturing value chain; 

 Improve competitiveness of the European industry in and beyond the defence and 

security sector.  
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Persistent earth observation from space with automated interpretation of 

data and information, including artificial intelligence, cloud solutions and 

real time on-board processing by sensors  

EDIDP-ISR-PEO-2019  

 

The role of Earth observation (EO) and geo information within defence, security and 

intelligence operations is increasing both from strategic and tactical point of view. High 

resolution EO data are undergoing an explosive growth, increasing complexity, like the 

diversity and higher dimensionality characteristic of the data. EO data are regarded as “big 

data” and their management claims for techniques for data-intensive problems. Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) is key to cope with this challenge.  

 

Specific challenge  

The huge amount of available data sources needs new methodologies for helping the 

intelligence community streamline their processing and exploitation. The Activity Based 

Intelligence (ABI) complements the geo spatial activities by rapidly integrating data from 

multiple sources to discover relevant patterns, determine and identify change, and 

characterize those patterns to drive collection and create decision advantage.  

 

The challenge is to define and test a prototype of a system that implements the concepts of 

ABI and in particular to:  

 Extract entities (e.g. events, changes, features) from different data sources in an 

automated way;  

 Derive insights from the aggregation, correlation and monitoring of such entities in 

terms of patterns and anomalies.  

 

The challenge is then to provide the ABI system as a new mean for ISR (Intelligence, 

Surveillance and Reconnaissance) to fulfil the command and control needs by providing tools 

to analyse in an interactive way the ABI information linked to contextual intelligence 

information.  

 

Scope  

The already introduced ABI, thus, represents a new analysis methodology focused on the 

“time dimension” and aimed at discovering relevant patterns, detecting and characterising 

changes, analysing a target’s behaviour and highlighting anomalies. Detected patterns feed a 

never-ending observation cycle by driving new collections and generating decision 

advantage.  

 

In this sense, AI has evolved dramatically over the last years especially with the emergence 

of deep learning techniques. These techniques rely on the traditional neural network approach 

and, by exploiting hardware evolution (graphics processing unit availability and cloud), are 

able to reach unmatched accuracies in the traditional machine learning tasks, such as 

classification, detection, segmentation, etc. Deep learning is applicable to all the different 
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data analysis needs of ABI, relevant to both EO data (Very High Resolution satellites (VHR), 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) satellites, constellation of micro-satellites, etc.) and un-

conventional data sources (social network data, news feeds data, etc.).  

The scope of this new system is to support the automated information extraction by applying 

AI techniques whenever possible and in particular for the extraction of entities such as:  

 Events, extracted from news feeds and social network using natural language 

processing and image analysis with deep learning techniques;  

 Changes and features from satellite imagery “time series” using deep learning 

techniques such as CNN (Convolutional Neural Network).  

 

After the extraction of information from heterogeneous sources, ABI includes the ability to 

aggregate entities and fuse them using spatio-temporal analysis (e.g. density maps of events 

over time) in order to create insights on different phenomena.  

 

Targeted activities  

The proposal should cover the development of a prototype that implements the concepts of 

ABI and in particular:  

 Analysis of automated methods for entity extraction from EO and non-EO data;  

 Design of the prototype system including the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and 

the Critical Design Review (CDR);  

 Development and demonstration of the prototype.  

 

Main high-level requirements  

The proposal shall fulfil the following general requirements:  

 Current state of the art for automated multi-SAR/optical and multi-platform data 

interpretation focused on time series analysis for ABI;  

 Analysis of existing satellite missions to be exploited and fused for ABI tasks and 

definition of mission requirements to fill gaps in data availability;  

 Support the geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) analyst in the definition of the most 

suitable satellite and non-satellite data planning and data collection strategy to carry 

out ABI tasks. As an example, regarding the different sensor types, it is important to 

underline that:  

o SAR missions offer a primary source of information thanks to the their 

reliability (no clouds or atmospheric effects), geo-location accuracy and 

capability to detect changes;  

o VHR optical missions and, above all, new missions based on constellations, 

offer the capability to classify and recognize targets with unprecedented revisit 

time;  

o MWIR (Medium Wave Infrared), TIR (Thermal Infrared) future missions are 

able to detect parameters such as heat as an indicator of activity over specific 

targets.  
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 Exploit innovative AI tools and methodologies (machine learning/deep learning) to 

support the extraction of relevant information and behaviour from large quantities of 

unstructured data;  

 Extract motion information as a powerful activity indicator and for pattern-of-life 

analysis by exploiting:  

o The capabilities of SAR sensors to highlight moving targets and therefore 

provide information about “instantaneous activity” over a target area;  

o The capabilities of new missions to provide high definition videos, taken from 

space, lasting tens of seconds.  

 Implement functionalities for entity extraction applicable to EO data based on deep 

learning techniques in order to detect changes and recognize entities;  

 Implement functionalities for entity extraction applicable to non-EO data to overcome 

the limitation of data sources like social network and news feeds (e.g. data bias, geo-

referencing, multi-language);  

 Integrate multiple sources of information to derive insights, including remote sensing 

(satellite and airborne), local sensors and open source information such as social 

network data, properly organized, interpreted and analysed;  

 Specify and implement unconventional data analysis methods on existing data. An 

example is the use of SAR images to detect and characterise signal from ground-

based radars or other electromagnetic devices (interference analysis);  

 Use of large-scale (both space and time wise) data filtering and analysis in order to 

develop an understanding by correlating heterogeneous data sets;  

 Provide specific workflow for ABI tasks for maritime and land application in order to 

support the GEOINT analysts work;  

 Develop the system to be modular and expandable to incorporate new data streams, 

new analysis methodologies and operational procedures.  

 

Expected impact  

 Enable the application of ABI for large scale, highly automated analysis of multi-

source EO (including high revisit and/or high resolution constellations) and non-EO 

data;  

 Use innovative and scalable methodologies to discover location based behaviours and 

activities relevant for intelligence purposes, taking advantage of the recent 

technological developments in EO, AI and ICT (Information and Communication 

Technologies) infrastructures for big data management;  

 Enhance the European industry’s capabilities and competiveness to provide 

operational ABI services exploiting state-of-the-art EO and non-EO data, platforms 

and methodologies;  

 Foster the debate inside the user community about the requirements and challenges of 

ABI approach for GEOINT applications including, but not limited to, data sources 

availability and accessibility, data management tools, analysis methodologies, 

information confidentiality;  
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 Establish a proof-of-concept or a prototype, which can act as reference for the 

independent user assessment, in light of product extensions and service improvements 

and for the further technological developments;  

 Provide tools and best practices for the operational application of ABI principles 

within the intelligence user community;  

 Reduce operator workload for data preparation and information extraction in order to 

concentrate effort on GEOINT contextual analysis;  

 Improve reaction time for decision making by leveraging continuous data streaming 

analysis;  

 Implement information superiority. 

 


